
22Power up your 
content with 
stories
that sell



For many small business owners, it doesn't come

naturally, yet it's one of the many different hats you

have to wear if you want to grow and be a

success. 

I get it. Selling what
you do can feel
uncomfortable...

Business storytelling is all about showing your

customers how you can take them from where

they are now to where they want to be, helping do

a big part of the sales process for you!

You can use stories to make sure customers

understand how you uniquely solve their problems

in an engaging, more human, less machine-like

way. Storytelling also helps build trust, encourage

engagement, and drive the right actions time and

time again, like signing up for your service or

buying your product. 

What if I said there was a way to
sell without feeling like a
salesperson? 



The basic structure of
a business story:

Someone (typically your customer) has a problem

they need solving. They are the hero of your story

They meet a guide, a guru (that's you!)

Who gives them a plan (a solution; could be a

product or service, could even be some great

advice)

And calls them to action (tells them what to do with

the solution)

That helps them avoid failure and succeed.

Ready to learn more?

Let's get started with a few
home truths. 

Business storytelling sounds scary. It isn't. You're more than likely

doing it all the time anyway

You don't need to be an expert to tell good business stories – you

just need to understand your audience and how you help them.

Business stories don't necessarily have to be full of drama and

excitement, but they do need to relate to what's going on in your

customer's world. So don't even think of telling me you don't have

a good story to tell!
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writing a 'Shitty First Draft' will stop you from

wasting time staring at a blank screen or

trying to over-perfect your copy. 

Top tip!

Get everything that's in your head onto the page without worrying

about spelling or what it sounds like. Stop when your brain is

empty, and then, and only then, can you start to edit and refine.

Trust me – a page of jumbled copy is much easier to work with

than a page of nothing. 



Be engaging and be yourself, flaws, and
all. 

Showing that you understand your customers and can relate

to what they need and what they're trying to achieve is more

important than perfection and no typos. Say what's on your

mind in your words, and don't be afraid to share the bad times

and the good, as this helps people trust you.

Show your customers (don't tell!) how
you can take them on a journey from
where they are now to where they want
to be. 

This could be solving a problem they have or making them feel

a certain way. You can bring this to life with stories of how

you've helped others just like them, backed up with

testimonials as social proof. 

Tell your customers directly how to get
started on that journey. 

Creating a specific call to action in your stories makes it easier

for customers to know how they can work with you, like signing

up to your workshop, booking a discovery call or giving them a

special offer to try your products.

rule
#1

rule
#2

rule
#3

The 3 rules of business
storytelling

 Stick to these, and you won't go far wrong!



find a way to tell stories that suit you, your

content style and what you do/sell. 

Top tip!

Stories work brilliantly in social media posts, on your website or as a

blog. You can make them even more engaging by using short

videos or even Reels or sharing images that reinforce your story.

Like a picture of you when you made your first sale or a shot

showing a happy customer using your products. 

Now you understand the basics, here
are some ideas for stories your

customers want to hear – and that
will help you sell.... 



Sharing your journey and how this led you to the mission you're on now builds

trust and creates connections. 

It helps customers understand the person behind your brand so they can align

their vision and values to yours.

Own it. Tell it. Repeat it. And make it authentic. After all, it's YOUR story, not

anyone else's. 

So, let's give it a go! 

The trick is not to overthink it. Use the prompts below to gather your thoughts.

Once you've written down whatever comes into your mind, you can then start

to craft it into sentences and, eventually, into your story. 

Your founder story. 
AKA your 'Why Story' 

Top Tip!
Conflict is key to telling compelling

stories. 

Talk about the adversity you faced or times when you

failed but don't forget to share what you learned. The

more honest you are about your imperfections, the

more customers will trust and respect you. 

Sto
ry

#1

What made you start your business? What was the problem you

identified? 

What happened to spark the start (or pivot) of your business? Where

did inspiration strike?

How did you set about fixing the problem?

 

What challenges did you overcome? How did your first success make

you feel?

What's your mission now, and how do your values

support this?
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Your customer story. 
AKA the Hero's Quest

Pitching your customer (real or made-up) as the hero on a mission is perfect for

positioning yourself as an expert, showing how you help them solve their

problem and the success they go on to achieve as a result. 

Customer stories are also fab for humanising what you do, especially when

you're selling products. They enable you to show the difference you make

(rather than tell), proven to be better for engagement and more memorable. 

Ready to try?

Use the following questions to draft your story, based on the structure on page 

You can use a real-life customer you've helped or write it about your ideal

customer. But don't forget, they're the hero here, not you! 

Sto
ry

#2

What were they trying to achieve?

 

What was getting in their way? E.g., what's the problem they needed

solving? Why was this such a challenge?

 

 How did they meet/find you, e.g., through Instagram, at an event

etc.?

 

 What solution did you offer to their problem (this could be a product

or service they bought or just some great advice or inspiration you

gave them)

What did they do with that solution, and how did

you support them?

What was life like for them with their problem

solved? How did it change things for them and

help them achieve their mission/ambitions? 
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Your product/service story
Stories help your customers understand not just what your product or service

does and why it's so good but everything else that goes into it; your passion,

experience, vision, and ethics. Knowing all this sets you apart from your

competitors and helps customers make a more informed choice about who

they buy from. 

Stories are also great for bringing things that are slightly more mundane but

equally important to life, giving them a chance to shine. 

Don't forget the back-story too. Customers love to know how you came up with

your ideas; it helps create deeper connections and makes it easier for them to

buy into the person behind the brand… YOU!

Pens at the ready again, here are some prompts to get your creative juices

flowing!

Sto
ry

#3

How do customers use your product or service? 

Why can they not live without it? 

 

If your products/services had a personality, what would they be like?

Could you create characters for them?

How did you come up with the idea in the first place? 

Where were you when inspiration hit, or has it always

been a passion/dream?

What problem did it solve for you, as well as for

your customers?
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What evidence have you got to back this up, like

customer testimonials or reviews?
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Have you used the word 'you' more times than 'I' or 'we'?

Business Storytelling
Checklist

So you're ready to tell your first business story? Woah, Nelly, not so fast.

I love your storytelling enthusiasm but before you press send, let's

check the basics. 

Have you defined your ideal customer? 

Does your story talk directly to them and the problem they are trying

to solve?

Does your headline / first sentence create enough appeal and

intrigue to grab someone's attention?

Is it obvious what you're talking about and why they should care?

Is it clear how you can help and how this would solve their

specific problem?

Does it answer the 'so-what test'? Are the benefits to your

customer crystal clear?

Does the language and tone match your audience? Is it too

formal or too chatty?

Have you included enough sensory details to trigger a more

emotional response, for example, sounds, feelings, tastes etc?

Have you cut any waffle, fluff, or unnecessary words (including

those that you would never use in person?)?

Have you said 'I' instead of 'We' when it's just you in your

business?

Have you used contractions to make your writing sound more

human and less wordy, e.g., using 'you'll' instead of you will or

'would've' instead of would have?

Have you used real-life or made-up examples to bring your

stories to life and make them easier to understand and relate to?

Would your granny / an alien landing on earth understand what

you're talking about and why it's important? 

Is there a clear call to action so customers know what you want

them to do next?



Read your stories

aloud to make sure

they sound like you.

Top tip!

If you stumble over any

words, or it feels all kinds of

icky (beyond the fact you're

talking to yourself), then

there's every chance that it's

not in your authentic voice.

Look at the parts you

struggled with and simplify in

your own words until you can

say them naturally. And

remember, there're no prizes

for using lots of long and

fancy words when simple

ones can do. 
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